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**Rental Car Reminder**

This is a great option for personal travel! From your Concur homepage, click on the SWABIZ direct booking site to access the SWABIZ flights directly in Concur. Booking your Southwest ticket is much easier now! Looking for SWABIZ? UC travelers love Southwest Airlines and can access the same SWABIZ flights directly in Concur. Booking your Southwest ticket is much easier now!

**Oracle Redwood Preview Session**

Register for the Oracle Redwood UI Information Session to get a firsthand glimpse into the new Oracle theme, set to launch January 2022! To prepare for the Oracle Redwood Preview Session, Friday, November 19, 2021 @ 12:00pm - 12:30pm, Oracle Redwood UI Blink Page.

**Non-Production Environment - VPN and SSO are required.**

Since this is a test environment, data may not be the same as in production. If you experience issues during login, you can request access support by emailing financesupport@ucsd.edu.

**Hotel Accrual**

You may have noticed that the Navigator Drawer Feature.

To get to Connexxus from your Concur home page, click on the Company Notes tile and choose your preferred rental car company.

**Fixed Price Policy Update**

General Projects should not have CIP Costs (163500) on them. The reason is that CIP Costs are not to be used on General Projects.

**Fixed Price Policy**

**Fixed Price Financial Closeout Update**

Effective immediately, to align with the campus decision to have resources available to be used for the current and the next fiscal year, Fixed Price expenditures are to be modified to reflect the residual balances as resources to the full GL chart strings.

**Fixed Price Financial Closeout Update**

If you have already applied during the September round of applications and are completing the entire program or select courses.

Additionally, we are looking to support as many course interests as possible, so keep an eye out for a question that offers the option to select your interest in the field.

**Oracle Redwood Preview Session**

Glimpse into the new Oracle theme, set to launch January 2022! To prepare for the Oracle Redwood Preview Session, Friday, November 19, 2021 @ 12:00pm - 12:30pm, Oracle Redwood UI Information Session.